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EUROPEAN FUNDS <GO> 
September 2014  
 
OVERVIEW 
 
 

Bloomberg’s European FUNDS <GO> is a monthly review of recent market activity in the European 

funds space. The newsletter will provide insight into new fund launches, fund & management company 

performance, and functionality that can be used to analyze fund data on the Bloomberg Professional 

Service. 

 

This month’s edition is focused on natural resources and precious metals. As we look at the increased 

demand for diamonds in China and India, we will identify some funds invested in the natural resources 

and precious metals sector. Also included is an interview with Patrick Demi, CEO at Scarabaeus 

Wealth Management AG.  

 

 

For the Bloomberg News story on diamond demand, click here. 

 
 
 
NEW FUND LAUNCHES during September 2014 
Top 5 in terms of total net assets 
 

   
* Total Assets as of Oct 15th, 2014 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Bloomberg Ticker FIGI Name Domicile Inception 
date 

Total Net 
Assets* 

CBRHHCD LX Equity BBG0072F0S15 COPIA-BOCHK RMB HY BD-CDHKD LU 9/12/2014 927.0067 

CSHCAIR ID Equity BBG006Z58WC4 CSOP HERMES CHINA A-SH-I RMB IE 9/3/2014 590.7687 

ZKBSLCN SW Equity BBG0073Y9XS4 ZKB CIF I SW LG CAP IND-N CH 9/23/2014 521.36 

LPLAZEM DC Equity BBG0079S6514 LP LAZARD EMERG MARKT DK 9/16/2014 299.8578 

DQELVLC GE Equity BBG00734YKT9 DEUTSCHE QU EQ LV EUROPE-LC DE 9/1/2014 269.9565 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-09-20/rio-tinto-sees-china-india-driving-demand-growth-for-diamonds.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/now/2014-10-09/whats-name-bloomberg-global-id-reborn-figi/
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NATURAL RESOURCES SPECIAL  
For this edition, we are looking at funds with a general attribute of precious metals and natural resources. 
 

Ticker  FIGI Name  General Attribute Total Return YTD% 

DYNPRMI LX BBG000MF9N74 DYNAMIC INV-PREC METALS-I Precious Metals 31.91489 

SGLDMET LX BBG000R88H60 STABILITAS PAC GOLD+METALS P Precious Metals 24.29709 

TOGOLDP FP BBG000JNGX35 TOCQUEVILLE GOLD-P Precious Metals 22.102 

RPREMET RU BBG001K5SZ41 RAIFFEISEN-PRECIOUS METALS Precious Metals 17.14505 

PRGLDME LE BBG001D3SKC8 PREMIUM GOLD AND METAL FUND Precious Metals 14.82701 

SERPRMT RU BBG0035W36M6 SEREBRYANIY BOR-PRECIOUS MET Precious Metals 14.77848 

FIAMBRE FP BBG000Q8WLH3 AMBRE Natural Resources 14.02046 

SHAGOLD LX BBG000PH36C4 SHARE-GOLD-USD Precious Metals 13.92663 

INTRGLD AV BBG000BSYH00 PIONEER FND AU GOLD STOCK-A Natural Resources 13.24675 

EARTHGL GR BBG000C9N279 EARTH GOLD FUND UI-EUR R Precious Metals 12.94779 

CRMETAL LE BBG000GL4KN1 CRATON CAP PRECIOUS METAL-A Precious Metals 12.83252 

SOGMIDO FP BBG000D2FJ84 R MINES D'OR Precious Metals 12.07602 

DYNALOR FP BBG000J31VJ2 LCL ACTIONS OR MONDE Precious Metals 11.83112 

ORORMTP LX BBG000QHSFV5 ORION SICAV-OR ET MET PRECIE Precious Metals 11.76038 

ZKBGOLD SW BBG000G33SP3 ZKB FDS AKTIEN GOLD-A Precious Metals 11.35819 

AMGGMMF SW BBG000P76ZH4 AMG GOLD, MINEN & METALLE A Precious Metals 11.22589 

UBZGLDI SW BBG000L7Z635 FALCON GOLD EQUITY A Precious Metals 10.93875 

HORBOND RU BBG000BKD739 OLMA - GOLD Precious Metals 10.87547 

ORGEFSV FP BBG000BL1W17 SG ACTIONS OR Precious Metals 10.50982 

 

FUND ANALYSIS TOOLS 

FSTA <GO> FSTA is a return-based style analysis tool that compares funds and benchmarks to a set of factors, 

so you can understand the risk exposures and correlations of the returns of the funds. You can perform factor 

analysis using a standard set of factors or a custom factor set, so you can customize the comparison for the funds 

in which you are interested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/now/2014-10-09/whats-name-bloomberg-global-id-reborn-figi/
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FUND MANAGER INTERVIEW  

 

Patrick Demi 

CEO 

Scarabaeus Wealth Management 

Hobbies: Chess, Golf, Tennis, keeping fit 

Favorite Destination: Tuscany, Italy 

 

Fund Name Scarabaeus Active Fund Limited 

Bloomberg  /  FIGI RDFUNDS EK  /  BBG003LY2PB5 

Domicile St. Vincent and the Grenadines 

 

What is your investment philosophy and how do you go about filtering out noise when choosing 

investments? 

I am an independent asset manager. I started allocating physical diamonds into my bond portfolio, the 

Scarabaeus Active Fund, at the beginning of 2014 in order to anticipate future market conditions. There 

are two major problems in the bond market; the large increase of yields in long-term debt and the 

current interest rates remaining at a low-level. This is concerning for conservative investors and bond 

fund managers and requires readjustment. 

 

What asset class has contributed most to the active fund? 

I primarily invest in subordinated and senior bonds concentrated in the European market with low 

volatility. This is where future performance will come from. I look for a yield of around 4-5% with 

volatility <2% per annum. My objective is not to gain return through high volatility exposure. 

 

You are increasing investments into physical diamonds. Why is that?  

The reason why I invest in physical diamonds is because it is one of the last assets that are 

independent of financial markets. Compared to gold, it is much less volatile to market fluctuations. 

Diamonds are also much rarer than gold. The height of diamond demand is based on natural evolution. 

It doesn’t depend on any financial market and increases the efficiency of the portfolio. There is no 

liquidity risk in the Fund since only 20% of the portfolio consists of physical diamonds. Bain & Company 

have reported a stable demand outlook for diamonds negating the risk of oversupply in the market. 

 

http://www.bloomberg.com/now/2014-10-09/whats-name-bloomberg-global-id-reborn-figi/
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Do you think other gem stones are worthwhile for investors and will you continue to see the 

value of diamonds consistently rise? 

I only invest in polished diamonds - as an example of the potential growth, polished pink diamond 

prices have increased 544% in 10 years (until 2011) due to their rarity. As an investment vehicle, other 

gemstones do not have the same qualities as diamonds. 

 

Would you say the fund is exposed to any instability in certain geographic regions? For 

instance, do mining strikes in South Africa have a positive impact on the value of diamonds due 

to supply concerns; likewise, the discovery of new diamond-rich shaft? 

Yes and no. I only invest in polished diamonds as the demand is greater and more reliable when 

compared to rough stones. A diamond mine requires investment of around $1 billion for prospecting 

and sinking a shaft – no new mines have appeared in the last 10 years. Due to the level of investment 

required, it is unlikely that new shafts and an increased supply will impact the price of diamonds. 

 

What could prompt investors to consider your fund for investment? What are the most 

appealing aspects to the Scarabaeus Active Fund? 

There are no other funds out there with this combination of securities and physical diamonds. The 

securities consist of moderate term bonds with comparable yields. Investors can also redeem on a 

monthly basis and choose whether to receive their redemption in cash or physical diamonds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 
CONTACT US 
To learn more about Bloomberg’s FUND product or to receive other regional newsletters email us at 
gfunds@bloomberg.net  

 

mailto:gfunds@bloomberg.net

